Office Order

It has been decided that the work of RFD and IWSU will be looked after by Shri Amit Ranjan, Under Secretary during the training period of Shri Manoj Kumar Prabhat, Under Secretary i.e. 03.08.2015 to 25.09.2015 till further orders.

2. This issues with the approval of the Competent Authority.

Distribution:-

1. Shri Amit Ranjan, Under Secretary, MoEF&CC
2. Shri M.K. Prabhat, Under Secretary, MoEF&CC
3. PS to Minister of State (I/C) for EF&CC
4. PPS to Secretary (EF&CC)/PPS to DGF&SS
5. AS(HKP)/AS(SK)/AS&FA/AS(MMK)/ADG(WL)/ADG(FC)/ADG(PT)
6. JS(AS)/JS(AKM)/JS(MKS)/JS(RSP)/JS(BS)/JS(AB)/Economic Adviser/Statistical Adviser/All Scientists ‘G’/All IGFs/CE(CCU)
7. All officers of the level of DS/Director.
8. Consultant (IT) for updation on website.
10. Guard File/Spare Copies